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investigación básica

Cell volume variation under different
concentrations of saline solution (nacl)
Mario J. García*, Angel M. Ardila**

Abstract

Background: It is very important to know the volumetric relation between the cellular contraction
and the concentration of saline solution (NaCl) used in clinical practice.
Methods: Blood samples of healthy volunteers were exposed to different concentrations of NaCl
ranging from 0.42% to 11.70% and the resultant variation in the hematocrit was observed. The
variation of the cellular volume as a function of the corresponding concentration of NaCl was studied. An equation theoretically predicting the observed behavior was obtained.
Results: We studied 53 blood samples of 12 healthy volunteers. The relationship between cellular
contraction and the concentration of NaCl shows that the maximum contraction of cellular volume
is obtained when NaCl is about 5.85%. The mathematical model derived is summarized in the
equation. ∆V =

4

1
∆V means the cellular variation to the corresponding NaCl concentration. This
C

model has a linear regression coefficient of 0.996 and applying chi-square goodness of fit test is
observed a level of confidence superior to 99.5%. It was also noted that concentrations equal to or
higher than 7.02% of NaCl provokes some degree of hemolysis.

Conclusions: There is no reason to use concentrations of NaCl higher than 5.85%. Higher concentrations do not induce more contraction of cellular volume, but they do provoke cellular damage.
Key words: Cell volume, saline solution, hemolysis, blood cells (Source: MeSH, NLM).
Resumen
Introducción: Dentro de las prácticas clínicas, es de suma importancia conocer la relación volumétrica
entre la contracción celular y la concentración de solución salina (NaCl).
Métodos: Muestras de sangre por parte de voluntarios que gozan de buena salud fueron expuestas a
diferentes concentraciones de NaCl, las cuales oscilan entre 0.42% a 11.70%, observándose la variación
resultante en el hematocrito. Se estudió la variación del volumen celular como función de la correspondiente concentración de NaCl. Se llegó a establecer una ecuación que predice teóricamente el comportamiento
observado.
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Resultados: Examinamos 53 muestras de sangre provenientes de 12 voluntarios sanos. La relación entre
la contracción celular y la concentración de NaCl muestra que la máxima contracción del volumen celular
se obtiene cuando el NaCl está en alrededor de 5.85%. Se resume el modelo matemático resultante en la
ecuación. ΔV denota la variación celular a la correspondiente concentración de NaCl. Este modelo presenta
un coeficiente de regresión lineal de 0.996 y aplicando el Chi-square goodness of fit test [es una prueba
estadística] se observa un nivel de confianza superior a 99.5%. Igualmente, es menester mencionar que las
concentraciones de NaCl iguales o superiores a 7.02% provoca cierto grado de hemólisis.
Conclusiones: No hay razón para utilizar concentraciones de NaCl superiores a 5.85%. Concentraciones
más altas no inducen una mayor contracción del volumen celular, pero sí provocan lesión celular.41CV=Δ
Palabras clave: Tamaño de la célula, solución salina, hemolisis, células sanguíneas (Fuente: DeCS).

Introduction
It is well known that hematrocrit describes the
fraction of cells in a whole blood sample. In isotonic
solution –as normal saline solution is– the cellular
volume tends to stay constant, in spite of the permanent particle and existing water flow between the
intracellular and extracellular areas. In hypertonic
solutions, certain amount of water leaves the cell,
decreasing the cellular volume until the balance
between the extracellular and intracellular osmotic pressures are reached. On the other hand, in
hypotonic solutions the cell receives fluid from the
extracellular region causing an increase in the cellular volume until, just as in the previous case, the
osmotic pressures balance1-3.
Several types of biocompatible solutions are used
in clinical practice. 0.9% NaCl is the solution of NaCl
considered closest to isotonic. Nevertheless, it is
not unusual to use solutions of NaCl that include
concentrations from hypo-osmolar level (0.45%) to
a hyper-osmolar level (7.5%). In medical literature
there are some reports about the use of NaCl solutions up to 23.4% 4-6.
The hemodynamic impact attributed to hypertonic solutions is derived from the rescue of liquid from
the intracellular space towards the intravascular
space. This clinical finding has been supported by
multiple studies that emphasize the hemodynamic
effects of hypertonic solutions7-9.
Although the use of hypertonic solutions has
been increasing, particularly in neurosurgery and
trauma, there is little research to the volumetric
behavior of the cells when they are put under increasing concentrations of NaCl.
In the present experimental work, blood samples
of healthy individuals were put under different concentrations of NaCl, from 0.42% to 11.7% and the
hematocrit was quantified at a specific time later.
The quantified hematocrit in the samples mixed with
different concentrations of NaCl, was compared with
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the basal hematocrit (blood without mixing). The
degree of resulting variation for each concentration
of NaCl used was then determined.

Methodology
This project obtained the required institutional
review board approval and was carried out to conform to the declaration of Helsinki. All 12 participants volunteered to be enrolled in the investigation.
All of them signed an informed consent with complete understanding about the nature and purpose
of the study, as well as the risks to be considered.
Samples of 20 cm3 of blood were extracted from
the individuals, to be anti-coagulated with 1000
units of heparin. On the other hand, test tubes
with NaCl with different concentrations were prepared, by means of commercial solutions of distilled
water, 0.9% NaCl to 11.7% NaCl. 1 cm3 of whole
blood was mixed with 1 cm3 of each the prepared
concentrations of NaCl. Then, the samples were set
in micro-hematocrit tubes and were centrifuged for
10 minutes at 10.000 RPM.
In each tube of micro-hematocrit, the whole
blood volume and the cellular volume were measured in terms of the corresponding column length. The results were statistically tabulated and
processed. Finally we set up 53 assemblies of 18
micro-hematocrits which included the base line
micro-hematocrits (blood without diluting) plus 17
additional micro-hematocrit samples diluted with
the different concentrations of saline solution.
From the data collected, comparison was made
of the hematocrit samples which were diluted with
different concentrations of NaCl with the corresponding base line hematocrit (samples without any
dilution) by the ratio Hematocrit / (Basal/2). It was
necessary to compare against Basal/2 because
the dilution of the blood sample with NaCl is 1:1.
This means that just because of the dilution, the
hematocrit falls to half the real value. Any further
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variation results from the osmotic equilibrium with
the saline solution used.

Results
The total volume (TV) and the globular volume
(GV) of each sample were quantified The ratio
GV/TV (hematocrit) was compared with half of the
corresponding basal hematocrit by means of the
equation Hematocrit/(Basal/2) as stated before. It is
worthwhile to insist that it is compared against half
of the basal hematocrit because all the different concentrations of NaCl makes the cellular concentration
fall to half that without considering the hypotonic
or hypertonic effect of the solution. This equation
–Hematocrit/(Basal/2)-, as expected, indicated the
variation of cellular volume given by the tonicity of
the NaCl solution.
Chart 1 shows calculations made from nine
of the 17 concentrations studied, with five of the
53 assemblies. These five assemblies correspond
to one of the 12 healthy volunteers. So, for every
healthy volunteer, we obtained by student a mean
ratio hematocrit/(basal/2) and its uncertainty. This
uncertainty includes the instrumental and the random uncertainty. Later, the averages obtained for
each individual with their respective uncertainty
were handled statistically as independent samples
with different variances. From this data Chart 2
was formed.
Figure 1 shows the relationship of the equation
Hematocrit/(Basal/2) versus the concentration of
NaCl, after processing the data. The ratio shown
indicates the increase or decrease in the cellular
volume as an index of base line volume.

Chart 2.
Relationship of Hematocrit/(Basal/2) according to
the concentration of NaCl used and its respective
uncertainty
Hto/
(Basal/2)

1,257
1,194
1,144
1,098
1,076
1,022
0,963
0,843
0,766
0,684
0,660
0,644
0,713
0,702
0,758
0,742
0,768

∆Hto/(Basal/2))

NaCl
Concentration
%

∆concentration
%

0,41
0,50
0,59
0,68
0,77
0,86
1,17
1,76
2,34
3,51
4,68
5,85
7,02
8,19
9,36
10,53
11,70

Uncertainty
0,06
0,06
0,06
0,06
0,06
0,06
0,06
0,06
0,06
0,06
0,07
0,07
0,08
0,08
0,09
0,09
0,10

-uncertainty0,009
0,009
0,006
0,007
0,009
0,009
0,007
0,008
0,009
0,006
0,008
0,011
0,021
0,015
0,020
0,018
0,024

The first column shows the ratio hematocrit/(basal/2) after all
data collected. In the second column the uncertainty of the described ratio is observed. Likewise, the third and fourth columns
show the concentration of NaCl and its uncertainty.

Figure 1 is remarkable in that the last five dilutions – that is to say the corresponding mixtures of
blood with 7.02%, 8.19%, 9.36%, 10.53 and 11.70%
NaCl solutions – presented an important increase
in the cellular volume with respect to the level of
the highest volumetric contraction obtained when

Chart 1.
Hematocrit/(Basal/2) ratio for some NaCl concentrations
NaCl
1
2
3
4
5
Mean
∆(Uncertainty)

0,41%
1,290
1,275
1,310
1,329
1,295
1,300
0,043

0,59%
1,158
1,161
1,203
1,216
1,192
1,186
0,053

0,77%
1,087
1,075
1,116
1,135
1,107
1,104
0,049

Hematocrit/(Basal/2)
1,17%
2,34%
4,68%
0,944
0,749
0,658
0,957
0,755
0,647
0,989
0,798
0,666
0,978
0,807
0,667
0,968
0,781
0,652
0,967
0,778
0,658
0,036
0,054
0,019

7,02%
0,707
0,654
0,673
0,650
0,650
0,667
0,051

9,36% 11,70%
0,764
0,764
0,754
0,744
0,780
0,742
0,749
0,739
0,711
0,634
0,752
0,725
0,053
0,107

Relationship of Hematocrit/(Basal/2) according to the concentration of NaCl 5 out of 53 assemblies
made and nine of the 17 concentrations studied. This corresponds just to one of the 12 volunteers.
The calculated uncertainty was obtained by means of t-student plus the instrumental uncertainty.
Instrumental uncertainty was 0.005. This process is repeated for each one of the 12 volunteers.
So, we finally have for each one a mean value of the hematocrit/(basal/2) ratio with its respective
uncertainty. These 12 numbers were handled as independent samples with different variances.
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the blood mixture was made with concentrations of
NaCl near 5%.
When the quality of the plasma in the tubes of
micro-hematocrit corresponding to these dilutions
was inspected, it demonstrated a reddish coloration
more likely derived from hemoglobin released to the
plasma by red globules. This can clearly be seen in
figure 2.
It is clear that the increase in the liberation of
hemoglobin with solutions of NaCl equal to or greater than 7.02%. For some of the 53 studied samples
there were even spots of free hemoglobin observed
when the concentration of NaCl was 5.85%, but in
no case this finding was demonstrated for hypertonic solutions of NaCl less than or equal to 4.68%.

Figure 1. Variation on cellular volume according to NaCl concentration.
Focused on the last five dilutions (7.02% and higher). Further
contraction on cellular volume is not obtained; but on the contrary, a substantial increment is measured over the maximum
contraction obtained with NaCl solutions between 5-6%. Those
are the same concentrations of NaCl associated with some degree
of hemolysis.

Another remarkable finding derived from figure
1, is that the curve of volumetric contraction of the
red cells under increasing concentrations of NaCl, is
flattened when the solution used approaches levels
between 5% and 6%. This would indicate that the
argument to rescue more volume from the intracellular space by placing still more hypertonic solution
loses weight may not be justified.
Taking into account the described finding according to which concentrations of NaCl is equal to or
greater than 7.02% will provoke increase in cellular
volume (when it is compare with the effect observed
with solutions of lesser concentrations) and release
of hemoglobin from red cells, it is then reasonable to
assume that this level of hypertonic NaCl solutions
could provoke cellular damage.
Keeping in mind that the last five dilutions
showed characteristics of cell damage, we looked
for a regression analysis mathematical model by
the method of least squares omitting those last five
dilutions. This model allows predicting the variation
of the cellular volume according to the concentration
of NaCl in which the cell is viable.
This mathematical model resolves the equation:
1.

3.5%

4.7%

5.9%

7.0%

8.2% 9.4% 10.5% 11.7%

Figure 2. Samples of microcetrifuged mixtures of blood with
some hypertonic NaCl solutions.
Microcetrifuged mixtures of blood with hypertonic NaCl solutions.
Note the plasma dyed with hemoglobin when the blood was put
under concentrations equal to or greater than 7.0%. This impressive finding strongly suggests cellular damage.
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∆V corresponds to the variation of the cellular
volume and C to the concentration of NaCl used.
This function presents a linear regression coefficient of 0.996 and a level of confidence superior to
99.5% when it is applied to Chi-square goodness
of fit test10-12. In figure 3 it is possible to see the
very close relationship of the linear regression to
log-log graph. This function can be summarized in
1
∆V = 4
a simple equation:		
which keeps the level
C
of confidence as shown before.
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duces not only hemolysis but cellular dysfunction
without any further benefit than the one obtained
with solutions of NaCl near 4.5%.
On the other hand, the volumetric curve derived
from the existing relation between the variation in
the cellular volume and the concentration of NaCl
used arrives at its minimum level (maximum contraction in the cellular volume), when the solution
of NaCl approaches 5%. So, it is not reasonable to
use saline solutions of greater concentrations then
5-6%, if the objective is to diminish the intracellular
volume or to rescue liquid from the intracellular and
interstitial space.

Figure 3. Variation on cellular volume according to NaCl concentration. Log-Log graphic and linear fit regression.
Note the close fashion how this linear regression fits the data
collected on the log-log graph.

Discussion
In the medical literature the use of solutions from
different NaCl concentrations is usually reported2-9
and assuming that there must be pharmacologic
studies that support the isotonic solution to be near
the 0.9%, we did not find a single study on concentrations that describes the behavior of the cellular
volume under different concentrations of NaCl.
On the contrary, several studies do exist in which
high concentrations of NaCl are administered – particularly in traumatic brain injury, many of them
showing diverse results and frequently using 7.5%
saline solution13-15.
It is not reasonable to doubt about the hemodynamic impact that results from the use of hypertonic
saline solutions up to 7.5%. It is also unquestionable that several studies with animals confirm this
consideration16-18. Nevertheless, after the findings
resulted from this investigation, it would be worth
the trouble to consider the possible consequences
that could bring in concentrations of NaCl that pro-

The highest cellular contraction observed in this
study was about 35%, it is to say, the cellular volume
fell to 65% of its base line volume. This happened
when 5.85% NaCl was used. Nevertheless, in some
assemblies from the ones made with this concentration were observed some little spots of hemoglobin
in plasma. This did not happen in any of the 53
assemblies made with NaCl up to 4.68%.
It could be reasonable to suppose that in vivo we
never use as such amount of hypertonic NaCl as
would be able to induce 1:1 dilution (as we evaluate
in vitro). However, osmotic equilibrium occurs very
fast and it only takes milliseconds and small quantities of hypertonic NaCl to damage the cell. There
are no studies that measure levels of hemoglobin in
plasma after important loads of hypertonic saline
solution have been administered.
In summary, the behavior of cellular volume under different concentrations of NaCl was determined.
This experiment consistently showed an important
qualitative degree of hemolysis when blood samples
were put under concentrations of NaCl equal or
greater than 7.02%. This effect was not found with
saline solutions between 0.41% and 4.68%.
It was found that the equation 1 allows theoretical prediction of the variation in cellular volume as a
function of the NaCl concentration, in the domain of
the function that does not show cellular damage.
Finally, it is important to remark that this is
an experimental trial. It is not possible to pretend
fitting these findings into clinical practices without
further considerations.
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